Appendix 1

Council Tax Discounts and Premia Consultation
2020/21 – Results
Consultation Period: 26 November 2020 – 7 January 2021
Total Responses: 93
The Councils recommendation is that the 100% discount offered for properties becoming
unoccupied and unfurnished is reduced from 6 months to 28 days from 1st April 2021
Option
Agree
Neither/nor
Disagree
Not Answered

Total
13
1
78
1

Percent
14%
1%
84%
1%

The Councils recommendation is that the 100% discount for 12 months for properties that
are undergoing structural alteration or are in need of undergoing major repair work be
removed from 1st April 2021
Option
Agree
Neither/nor
Disagree
Not Answered

Total
8
8
76
1

Percent
9%
9%
82%
1%

The Councils recommendation is that the Empty Homes Premium be applied at the rate of
100% for properties empty between 2 and 5 years from 1st April 2021 (200% council tax
payable)
Option
Agree
Neither/nor
Disagree
Not Answered

Total
41
7
43
2

Percent
44%
8%
46%
2%

The Councils recommendation is that the Empty Homes Premium be applied at the rate of
200% for properties empty between 5 and 10 years from 1st April 2022 (200% council tax
payable from 1st April 2021 increasing to 300% council tax payable from 1st April 2022)
Option
Agree
Neither/nor
Disagree
Not Answered

Total
46
14
31
2

Percent
50%
15%
33%
2%

1

The Councils recommendation is that the Empty Homes Premium be applied at the rate of
300% for properties empty over 10 years from 1st April 2023 (200% council tax payable
from 1st April 2021 increasing to 300% council tax payable from 1st April 2022 and then to
400% payable from 1st April 2023)
Option
Agree
Neither/nor
Disagree
Not Answered

Total
48
15
29
1

Percent
52%
16%
31%
1%

Please answer the following questions about your property
Question
Is your property
occupied?
Is your property
undergoing
structural
alteration or in
need of
undergoing major
repair work to
render it
habitable?
Has your property
been empty for
less than 2 years?
Has your property
been empty for
between 2 and 5
years?
Has your property
been empty for
between 5 and 10
years?
Has your property
been empty for
more than 10
years?

Yes
Total Percent

No
Total Percent

Not Applicable
Total Percent

Not Answered
Total Percent

46

49%

35

38%

11

12%

1

1%

24

26%

50

54%

18

19%

1

1%

28

30%

38

41%

24

26%

3

3%

8

9%

56

60%

25

27%

4

4%

2

2%

62

67%

25

27%

4

4%

1

1%

62

67%

24

26%

6

6%

2

If your property is currently empty please indicate why this is (Respondents could tick all that
applied)

Option
Looking for a new tenant
Property up for sale
Undergoing repair work/alteration
Bought to move into in the future
Inherited property
Deceased's Estate
Other (see below)
Not Answered

Total
10
11
26
3
2
5
9
45

Percent
11%
12%
28%
3%
2%
5%
10%
48%

Those who answered ‘Other’
We have a long waiting list with no empty property.
My comments are a general observation and not in relation to a specific property
Saving up to start the works when i can afford.
We are a commercial landlord and thus have properties in every possible category.
Self-contained annex within our main residence.
solicitor working with bereaved families
updating bathroom/kitchen, carpets, paint work
I have had flats and a house that have required building works carried out and some have taken
longer than the current discounts due to additional work. The additional taxes demanded were
a big disincentive to complete the work.
Over 10 years to have planning permission granted!

Do you have any comments on the proposals?
I write on behalf of a small alms house charity providing quality accommodation at prices well
below the market rate. In small units such as ours, it would be virtually impossible to turn round a
full refurbishment in 28 days. Being a charity, it is sometimes necessary to get alternative quotes
for work across several trades. It is difficult for more than one trade to be working in a unit at a
time. If Tax was payable after 28 days then the charity's budget and cash flow would be seriously
affected. It could result in an increase in the 'rent' / maintenance contribution and in return
additional housing benefit applications.
We are providing an essential community need and would appreciate SLDC accepting charities,
and alms houses, in particular as an exception.
It would be good if special dispensation could be given to listed buildings. I write as an agent
involved in a group of listed buildings Grade II*. Even to get listed building consent for
refurbishment takes more than a month from instructing an architect to getting permission. It is
important that such buildings are treated sensitively with the appropriately qualified tradesmen
and the right materials. These costs are often a great deal more than the average refurbishment.
We need to look after our built heritage and it would be so encouraging to see SLDC promoting
high standards by giving a dispensation of 6 months.
I write as the Chairman of a local company providing homes for rent to local people at below the
market level. These are much needed whether as small starter homes or larger houses for bigger
families to suit the needs of those investing their capital into businesses thus providing
employment for local people. Good refurbishments take up to 6 months. We need the time to
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refurbish without being penalised.
We do not want to go down the avenue of providing holiday accommodation. It is important that
there is local accommodation so that employees do not have to travel a distance into the central
Lake District to work, thus clogging up the roads and not improving the environment. I do hope
that SLDC will support us.
Applying no council tax discount to properties that are being repaired or altered is complete
lunacy for a number of glaringly obvious reasons, such as; a lack of good quality tradesmen in
South Lakeland, a lack of tradesmen that are available and the increasingly onerous demands by
the government to improve EPC's. These rule changes will force landlords to put properties on the
market that had been badly done up and have poor thermal performance and tenants will be let
down. Landlords can't always afford to make alterations to properties straightaway after the end
of tenancy and punishing them for having unoccupied or unfurnished properties is also ridiculous.
We have had a number of difficult tenants over the years, some have severely damaged the fabric
of the building as a result of poor behaviour or neglect, is that the landlords fault?
I can give you a good example. Every builder worth using in the South Lakes area is currently not
accepting any further work until next summer. I have resorted to using someone I don't trust and
as a result the property is many months behind schedule. Why should private landlords be
penalised for the extra time taken to get this property onto the market?
These rules, if they are applied will deter private landlords and further decrease the quality and
quantity of properties being made available on the lettings market. This in turn will amongst other
things encourage a greater number of people from outside Cumbria to retire here or they will be
turned into holiday lets. Both of which will harm our local communities and discourage younger
people from continuing to live in Cumbria
I agree that long-term empty properties should be penalised and I would wholeheartedly back
your suggestions about properties that are vacant for 2-5 years, 5-10 years and over ten years
because these people obviously have no desire to put these properties on the lettings market.
There seem to be many empty properties which could be available. The increases recommended
might well be the encouragement needed to make them available.
I despair of SLDC. It seems it is determined to ensure that properties are managed in the least
efficient manner. It is also highly unfortunate that you are seeking to amend the rules at a
difficult time for everyone, landlords certainly included.
When rented properties become vacant, that is usually the time that major repairs and
improvements (to bring up to EPC standards for instance) CANNOT POSSIBLY be carried out in a
28 day window, especially as at present it is very difficult to obtain the services of builders for this
type of work. Landlords share the same aim as SLDC in one respect - they want to get the
properties re-let! Doubtless you see the private landlord as a cash cow, but be realistic.
I think there should be a difference between properties that are left strategically unoccupied
(normally by developers) and owner occupiers who are transitioning from one primary residence
to another after carrying out refurbishment/extension or other building work. Having had to pay a
stamp duty premium to purchase a second property there is no incentive for me to delay selling
my current home and moving, as the premium is non recoverable after three years and
maintaining two properties is very costly. I have also found during the last nine months that
organising builders and obtaining materials has been very challenging and my original timetable
has slipped by six months. I am grateful to have had the discounts for empty and then undergoing
building work that have been available and think they should not change.
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We are fortunate to have been able to build a small portfolio of rental properties. As responsible
landlords we want to offer a good standard of private rental housing that is well maintained. This
is also impacted by legislation ensuring that EPC ratings need to be in a higher bands.
I personally feel that if the ownership changes with a view that the new purchaser wants to
upgrade the property and make rentable/habitable then the timescale of "empty" should be reset
as day 1 not historic and belonging to the property
These proposals will reduce affordable let housing stock. They will not encourage the right results.
The majority of housing stock is of some age, and landlords cannot refurbish and re-let properties
in 28 days. Most properties reverting to a landlord require repairs and reconditioning to ensure
they SE DIF for habitation. If the tenants have occupied for decades then this can take 1-3 years,
even longer if planning and building control required/The property is listed. Owning houses to let
us being attacked from all angles and simply the provision will be withdrawn - either the
properties are sold and move into private ownership which is far less likely to service the social
demographic in need. I am a major landlord and I will be applying for change of use of properties
if all these penalties come in.
Provided that the empty home premium does not apply to properties that are being actively
marketed for rent or sale then I would support the empty home premium being applied to
properties empty over 5 years.
Where a property is empty and uninhabitable due to major repair works/structural alterations
there is absolutely no justification for charging council tax, given the already high cost of building
materials and labour charges in this area also the availability (scarcity) of the necessarily skilled
workmen required to do the jobs.
Unoccupied/unfurnished properties, a reduction from 6 months to 3 months of 100% discount
would be a fairer time scale reduction.
I fully agree with the original concept of stopping developers buying up properties within a
potential site, often over period of years, thus blighting an area, at no cost to themselves. Such a
move could therefore have merit in a large town or city. I am unaware of any such a problem in
South Lakeland. It thus seems to be purely a money raising exercise.
I will admit to a personal interest. Some 3 years ago an old watermill I had bought as part of a
semi derelict farmstead became empty when my tenant, who I had kind of inherited, died . After
an interval of a few months to let the grandson empty the flat and a couple more months to clear
out 40 years of detritus and fumigate the place, it was put on the market. By that point I had used
up half the period of grace. Hopefully the, much delayed, sale will happen this week, but even at
the present rates, I will be liable for 2 years at 100% which is pretty iniquitous when ones entire
income is a state pension of<£700 p.m. I would thus suggest my circumstances are not unique and
that if SLDC wishes to raise money they should reconsider the 2nd homes policy and stop paying
for exercises like this. How much is Ms Conways and Primas? Cost?
While I support the increases to penalise the owners of long-term vacant properties I do not
support the increases for owners of properties vacant for short periods or while under major
repair.
In particular these increases are onerous for owners of properties who are already committed to
repair programmes or activity that will result in a property being vacant for a period. Changes to
these discounts should not be introduced until April 2022 with sufficient warning given so that
owners do not incur unplanned for expenditure at times when they may already be under
significant financial stress.
The change from a 6 month limit to a 28 day limit in one’s step is a big jump and changes if
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needed should be staged rather than such a big change in one year.
I also think that the homes of deceased people which are vacant due to the needs of obtaining
probate and administration of an estate should not be liable to onerous council tax.
28 days in an unrealistic time frame for a property to be re-let after occupation - often requires
maintenance, advertising, searches of applicants, drawing up of tenancy agreements before new
tenants move in.
Would lead to lots of administration for council to liaise with owner to pay from 1 to 2 months
council tax while rearranging new let and tenancy, hence 3 months would be more realistic
timeframe for discount for unoccupied/unfurnished properties that are usually being re-let.
Not offering any rebate for major alterations/major repairs will put landlords off making these
often much needed repairs and tenants living in unsuitable accommodation. Could reduce from
12 to 6 months.
For rental properties, when a tenancy ends, it can take more than 28 days to "turn the property
around" and get it ready for renting out again. It also takes time to find suitable new tenants. It
takes time to get price quotes for work (for example painting, electrical and plumbing repairs,
carpet cleaning/ replacement) and then it takes more time to have the work done. How quickly
quotes are obtained depends on the availability of the tradespeople, there is then the speed with
which the quotes are delivered to the property owner and then the availability of the
tradespeople to actually carry out the work. If, for example, a kitchen or bathroom has come to
the end of its usable life, then 28 days is simply too short a time to do everything that needs to be
done, let alone find new tenants. Even with less work to be done, 28 days is too tight a timescale.
No landlord wants their property to be empty for longer than it has to be and the current
dispensation of 6 months allows ample time for renovation at the changeover of tenancy and time
for new tenants to be found. It is in the interests of the local area to have good quality, well
maintained rental property available.
I hope the council will stand by the government statement that "the government is clear that the
premium must not be applied where homeowners can demonstrate that their properties are
genuinely on the market for sale or rent." ie when you inherit a house that is absolutely not fit to
live in in any form without major structural repair and you cannot afford to do such things only
sell it and are awaiting a buyer to take it on
We purchased a property in February 2020 from an elderly friend who could not afford to carry
out necessary works to the house in order to sell it for a reasonable price. We gutted the house
completely and carried out major renovation works including:
* New roof (removing old chimney stack)
* Re-insulating flat roof space
* Ripping out all timber-clad internal walls, installing new walls and plastering
* Installed brand new kitchen and bathroom
* Ripped out old slate wall feature and installed new fireplace with log burner
* Installed gas central heating
The house has now been on the market since July.
For this work, we have received no council tax discount (having it backdated to February when the
purchase was completed).
The property is empty and unfurnished but is on the market at property value to allow someone
to come and purchase what amounts to a brand new home. Yet we have had no benefit.
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I appreciate "abandoned" properties, or ones which remain locked in family disputes deteriorate,
become an eyesore and eventually fall into disrepair (we have one in our village in such a state,
our house had been derelict for 10 years before we purchased it to renovate and live in).
Penalising people who have worked hard to renovate houses to make them sale-able is unfair,
particularly as a house may sit on the market at no fault of the vendors. Many houses are rated F
on the EPC which makes them unlettable. Why should owners not be granted a grace period to
turn this houses round and make them lettable - thus achieving SLDCs aim of more house
available to rent.
Houses that should be targeted are abandoned properties; holiday cottages in villages where
people only visit a handful of times a year and whose houses fall into disrepair.
I feel very strongly against the removal or vast reduction of discount for houses subject to
renovation.
28 days is too short and will impact all landlords. Most tenants have a months’ notice to give
from when they are accepted as new tenants.
The major repairs/upgrades removal of exemption from council tax will put off landlords from
improving properties - this is likely to be an increasing problem with the move to higher EPC
ratings over the next few years. In this area the costs of energy efficiency measures are more
than a year’s net rental income. Landlords may well sell these properties rather than
renovating/undertaking major improvements. Some major repairs have to be undertaken when
tenants leave properties due to the state the tenants leave the properties in - there will also be an
impact on tenants including social housing tenants by increasing deposits/rents to cover these
costs.
To reduce the Unoccupied and Unfurnished to 28 days is ridiculous. If a tenant has left then time
needs to be allowed for a) refurbishing the property to make it acceptable for an incoming tenant
as trades are not available at the drop of a hat and b) finding and referencing a new tenant. The
minimum could, realistically, be reduced to 3 months but, at 28 days the Council would simply be
putting another nail in the private rental market and it would be people requiring such
accommodation that would suffer (and it would put more of a burden on the Council providing
accommodation and therefore be a false economy).
If the property is put up for sale then it is impossible in 99.9% of cases to find a buyer and
complete the legal formalities (particularly as Council searches are taking so long). Even in normal
times they can take a couple of weeks. The Council would be punishing people who, for perhaps
no reason of their own, have been forced to move e.g. work, mortgage arrears, relative’s illness
etc. Again a minimum of three months would give some breathing space but six months is more
realistic.
There should be support to bring these properties back to a habitable state.
The proposal to reduce the exemption from 6 months to 28 days is unreasonable for those
owners trying to re let or sell their property and is against Government guidance.
The withdrawal of exemptions on properties undergoing major structural alterations is unfair
because in some cases living in the property whilst work is underway is not feasible and the
owners receive no benefits from Council services during this period.
The proposal to impose punitive tax increases on long term empty properties (empty over 2 years)
is acceptable but likely to prove unworkable since these cases are usually due to unknown owners
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or those in care.
These polices seem to be designed to raise revenue disguised as helping to bring empty
properties back into use.
Whilst the desire to encourage owners to make sure their property is not left empty for too long
for no good reason is understood, the reason for properties being unoccupied during the past few
years is the effect on the property market firstly of Brexit uncertainty followed by the pandemic
and lockdowns. Now is not the time to be introducing these proposed changes.
I completely agree that the council should discourage properties being empty by increasing the
EHP.
However levying council tax on properties undergoing major works will discourage
owner/occupiers and landlords from improving properties which will then be occupied.
In addition to these proposals URGENT attention should be given to levying additional charges on
holiday homes which are the main reason why there is reduced stock of homes available for
permanent occupation.
Unoccupied and unfurnished discount of 100% for only 10 days is not long enough for an actively
rented property. If it is to be reduced from 6months, I would suggest 3 months as a minimum.
A home that is undergoing (major) refurbishment and is deemed uninhabitable should continue to
qualify for the discount. Residents of such properties have to move to alternative
accommodation during the works and should not be penalised for having to do so.
Such refurbishment is enhancing the individual property and benefits the local community.
Subsequent failure to occupy the property should not qualify for any discount.
One concern here is the potential transfer of such properties to holiday lets and preventing locals
having access.
If a property is for let & becomes empty it is not really possible to get a tenant in within 28days.
When a property becomes empty is it nearly always the case that it needs some kind of work
doing from decorating to major work therefore no one can look round with a view to renting,
when they can look & if they do decide to go ahead they need to give notice where they are - all
takes time.
Properties that are having major work done to make them more energy efficient etc. should not
have a EHP put on for the first year as they are trying their best to make a nice new comfy home.
Some properties have to stay empty for a while after the occupant has died whilst the estate is
sorted out.
It very much depends on the reasoning behind the empty properties.
I hope the exemption for properties following a death remains at 6 months after the Grant of
Probate but this is not clear.
It may cause all sorts of problems if the property is charged Council Tax from 28 days from death.
It is impossible to sell in that time frame and therefore Executors will be put under increased
stress and funds may not be available to discharge any Council Tax due. Families may not be
ready to clear out their loved ones possessions within that time.
I agree with the increase in properties empty for more than 5 years as there should be no reason
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for this. However, if the property is on the market for sale i think it is unfair if it is charged CT at
this increased rate? It is not the fault of the buyer that the property cannot be sold.
I am in the process of attempting to sell a shared ownership property, I am doing all I can to sell
this property and even suggested I’d be rented to someone in need of housing at no profit to
myself therefore I would be extremely disappointed to think I had to pay 100 percent/200 percent
Council tax despite my efforts to sell the property.
Unoccupied and unfurnished - Rental accommodation is needed but 28 days doesn't allow enough
time for the changeover when a tenant moves out and before the property is cleaned, decorated,
advertised and a new tenant is found and moves in. The result will be that some property owners
will simply sell the property thus reducing the availability of rental properties in the area.
Major repair works/structural alteration - This proposal will dissuade some people from carrying
out necessary work and the safety and quality of properties will suffer as a result. I have just
finished a 16 month major refurb on my own property to bring it up to modern standards of
insulation and enable installation of an air source heat pump to stop using an oil boiler. The 100%
discount made a significant contribution to my ability to go ahead with the project and, had I had
to pay double council tax (the empty property and the one I rented) I would not have been able to
undertake this work and the house would have significantly deteriorated due to an inherent damp
problem.
I feel very strongly that, although it looks like these proposals could create additional funds for
SLDC, the long term outcomes for the people and housing stock in the area would be significantly
adversely affected and cause longer term problems.
The Council should encourage houses which are empty and awaiting to be rebuilt by allowing the
owners to have more money available to rebuild them. This will not be the case if the money they
have is going to the council in tax rather than paying builders and buying materials. I am selfbuilding at the moment which takes more time as there is a reduced pool of labour and a finite
budget. That means that my house will fall into a higher taxed category and no allowance is made
by the council that there is a longer build time on a reduced budget. This will have the effect of
forcing me to sell the house and I won’t be able to move my family in to the house. That will
reduce local occupancy which is a target for the council to achieve in the local plan.
I am a private client lawyer and find the proposal to reduce the discount from 6 months to 28 days
will cause unnecessary hardship for families following a bereavement. Following 28 days it will
not have been possible to obtain a Grant or deal with the sale of any property within the estate so
the reduction of time will cause unnecessary worry and hardship for many families.
For first time home buyers, the 12 month 100% discount scheme was an incentive for young
people to get on to the property market. My partner and I struggled to find a property we could
afford and were only able to afford a property which needed a lot of work doing to it, even
though we are both on a fairly good income.
Without the 12 month discount, we would never have been able to afford council tax on two
properties.
We have now been paying council tax on two properties for 3 months which has slowed us down
a little. That saving really made a difference to us and without it we would never have been able
to buy our first home. I think this really needs to be reconsidered for first time buyers who are
buying to live in their homes and not for them to rent out or sell.
Maybe a need for an exemption for where a vacant property cannot be brought into use due to
the presence of protected species (e.g. bat roosts) which cannot be disturbed.
A number of protected species can make their homes in empty buildings. There is a risk that an
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owner could find themselves paying punitive rates of tax whilst being prevented from bringing the
property into use by wildlife legislation.
Market forces dictate that it is in a landlord's interest to ensure properties are occupied.
Landlords need to be able to leave a property vacant for periods to ensure certain legal processes
can take place (such as probate) and that building work and maintenance can take place at a
proper rate, without fear of increasing costs. This is vital to ensuring that properties are
adequately looked after.
By forcing landlords to re-let within 28 days, SLDC will be pushing landlords to release properties
to the market which are not in optimum condition. The people who will be the primary victim of
this change are tenants.
The first two proposals are both ludicrous and punitive.
Ludicrous because the '28 day' proposal simply puts the onus onto everyone trying to sell or let a
property to get the Council 'off their case' whilst creating additional admin. work for the council ...
that may well be its primary purpose! Do SLDC want to further damp-down and burden the
property market in S. Lakes?
The cancellation of the 12 month 'honeymoon' whilst carrying out structural works is perhaps the
most repressive piece of proposed local legislation I have ever seen! Demanding council tax on
uninhabitable properties is tantamount to robbery ... taking money, with menaces, for nothing!
How can anyone (e.g. a young couple) buy a 'do-er up' property that is totally uninhabitable and
have an instant residence? How can a disabled person buy a property that needs suitable facilities
adding (ramp, hoist, wet room etc.) and pay tax straight away? How can a purchaser install ecoresponsible insulation / heating etc.? THE 12 MONTH 'HONEYMOON' SHOULD BE A MINIMUM TO
FACILITATE A CIVILISED, FAIR PROPERTY MARKET. In other districts purchasers get grants to
facilitate exactly what SLDC seek to punish.
The whole discounts and premiums review smacks of bureaucracy on a punitive mission ... it
disgusts me.
Landlords of traditional residential properties are coming under increasing legislative pressure in
the form of:
Increased requirements for MEES and the need to ultimately get properties in to band C which for
anything other than new build with cavity wall construction is incredibly difficult and expensive.
Increased testing for electrical standards
the removal of the S.21 provisions to terminate a tenancy.
The net result of this is that many landlords are already deciding to either sell their properties or
remove them from the assured shorthold tenancy market. In many cases properties are being
used to provide air bnb where these regulations do not apply.
This is already resulting in a much reduced rental sector as evidenced by the high demand for
rental properties. As landlords we have seen applications from a number of people who are being
asked to vacate properties which are being sold or being re-let either as air bnb or to people
migrating from the larger conurbations who are willing to pay a considerably higher rent.
We are also hearing from applicants who have missed out on a number of rental properties as
there is so much demand for rental properties at present.
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This we believe will result in increased homelessness rather than less as in the SLDC area those
houses that will come on to the sale market will generally be inaccessible to the majority of the
people who are in the rental sector due to the need to have a significant deposit based on the
high property values locally.
We suggest that of your proposals the first two should be reconsidered as on the basis of the
current proposal property landlords may decide to sell rather than expose themselves to more
costs of letting.
Unoccupied and unfurnished: exemption reduced from 6 months to 2 months rather than 28
days. At the end of a tenancy there is generally work required to a property to reinstate it to a
suitable condition to re-let. When advertising, viewing, referencing of applicants, together with
any notice period that prospective tenants may need are considered 28 days is not a long enough
period to turn a property around. A reduction to 28 days will be a disincentive to letting property.
Major repair works/structural alterations: We suggest that the exemption should be reduced to
three months rather than being removed completely. A lot of landlords will over the next 24
months be having to undertake significant and intrusive works to try to bring their property up to
the required MEES standard. This work can generally not be undertaken when the property is
occupied and tends to happen upon the turnover of a property. Removing the exemption when
property owners have to undertake the work to meet additional statutory requirements will once
again be an additional obstacle to retention of property within the rental market.
The unintended consequences of such an action may well be that landlords will, knowing that this
change is imminent in tandem with other legislative pressures on residential landlords, encourage
them to obtain vacant possession of their properties either to sell or let by other means on a short
term basis. Good long term residential tenants will then be pitched into a rental market with a
rapidly shrinking supply of increasingly expensive rental properties. This will potentially place
greater strain on the Council's resources than is justified by the increase in revenue that these
proposed changes will generate.
The definition of empty property fails to differentiate between a self-contained Annex that has
been used by an elderly relative who has then had to move into a care home from an empty
standalone property. Owners of the former are not able to sell the Annex as it is an integral part
of their main residence. They therefore faced with being obliged to let the property thereby
allowing the intrusion of strangers.
Don't steal from the dead.
I commend the objective to get empty homes back into use, but the proposal to drastically
shorten the discount period to one month on unoccupied property does not do this. Instead it
just penalises landlords who may be trying to get a new tenant but who have been unable to do
so. Getting a tenant who will stay in the property for a period and look after it well is not always
that easy and a month period to do this is wholly inadequate. 6 months is a reasonable period if
for whatever reason, no suitable tenant can be found. 1 month is not, and does little to address
the problem of empty homes.
I don't believe it's fair to charge increased rates on properties that are empty as they are in need
of major structural repairs
When a tenant leaves, it is unrealistic to expect that maintenance and improvement works
needed to keep the property in good condition can be carried out and the property be re-let in 28
days. The proposal to reduce the grace period from 6 months to 28 days will deter landlords from
maintaining their properties properly.
Where a old property has become very dated, a complete refit is frequently required to bring it up
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to modern conditions. Planning and other permissions will frequently be required. The rest of
these proposals penalise good landlords who understand the need to upgrade their property but
where major work is required to achieve this. Again, instead of promoting quality housing, they
will encourage papering over the cracks.
Aside from increasing the financial burden of maintaining a long-term empty property it is
important that sufficient District Council resources (time and money) are put in to working proactively with these home owners to get homes back into use. This additional council tax income
should be ring-fenced for that purpose.
Unoccupied and unfurnished
The unoccupied and unfurnished exemption for 6 months should remain as it is. I have property
which I let and at the end of the tenancy if there are works needed to bring the property back into
a lettable condition then I have to instruct contractors to do this and there would be no way that
the works could be done in 28 days and it helps financially not having to pay for the council tax for
this period during voids as I am genuinely trying to get the property let and inhabited once again.
Major repair works/structural alteration
I have recently purchased a property in Kendal that required major repair works as it was
uninhabitable and we received a 100% discount to the council tax. This should remain as long as
the property is undergoing the works for up to the maximum of 12 months as there would be
nobody inhabiting the premises during this time and not having to pay for the council tax helped
in funding the works. Once the property was finished it would then be habitable with the resident
then paying for council tax in the usual way. The discount given should therefore remain as it
currently is.
Long Term empty
I think that these exemptions should remain the same as they seem fair at present to charge an
additional 50% EHP on the council tax to encourage the owners to get them inhabited. To charge
any more for the council to not actually be offering any additional services seems completely
wrong especially if the owners have difficulty in raising the funds to bring the properties back into
a condition which is habitable - perhaps the council could look at helping such owners instead if
financially penalising them by actively engaging in dialog to offer help e.g. grants to get these
properties up to standard and inhabited again?
I think the changes will have a negative impact on the housing market in SLDC area as these
changes will mostly effect Landlords who are already coming under increasing cost burdens as a
results of MEES. The two paired together would result in less let property coming to the market as
it would be easier, and more cost effective in this area to let properties as Holiday rentals.
Therefore meaning less let property available and as such further increasing rents which are
already unsustainable for most in the South Lakes area.
Furthermore, the reduction for the initial empty and unoccupied discount from 6 months to 28
days, I fear, would make landlords hesitant to make any repairs/ improvements to their let
housing stock as they wouldn't be able to conduct this in the 28 day period (and the other reliefs
do not allow for more minor improvements to be conducted).
Sent on behalf of H & H Land and Estates and The Kendal Almshouse Charity
The premium should be eye watering for homes empty for more than 5 years (confiscate them).
Screw owners for as much as you can but be careful not to disrupt the renting and selling
processes which can take longer then you expect.
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We own a 2 bed maisonette in central Kendal which we let. The tenants have mainly been young
professionals and it has never been vacant for very long between tenants. The longest was about
3 months, over Xmas/mid-winter when few people move house, but we used this time to
redecorate.
We understand that the council wishes to gain income from oligarchs sitting on properties bought
as an investment but our property has been let or available to let by us for nearly 20 years and so
to penalise us if a tenant gives notice in November seems a tad unfair.
With reference to:
100% discount offered for properties becoming unoccupied and unfurnished is reduced from 6
months to 28 days
28 days is not enough time to find new tenants for a rented property.
Often the property needs redecoration and repairs to bring it into a suitable condition for letting.
A realistic time should be given to rent the property. This should take into account the following.
Inspection of the property after the tenants have left.
Booking in tradesmen, they are never able immediately
Time to carry out the repairs
Time to find new tenants. Not all properties are easy to rent.
This is clearly tackling an issue completely the wrong way. 99% of people don’t leave home empty
on purpose! This isn’t about taxing rich people with holiday homes at all! The vast majority of
people with homes that are empty are for example when they have to rent out the house and
move elsewhere. Punishing people who can’t get a tenant in is clearly ridiculous and doesn’t solve
any issues.
Empty properties of deceased that are on the market for sale should not be charged. Charging for
these when no services are being received is grossly unfair and morally wrong
I am concerned that this may limit the already small pool of rented properties available in the
SLDC area.
If a property becomes vacant then a bit more time should be allowed to re-let it maybe. The
vacancy may arise without time to advertise much or be over Xmas (e.g.) So a council tax holiday
of 2 or 3 months or a sliding scale?
A lot of structural work is unnecessary and has a high carbon footprint and high embodied carbon
too.
Allowance for repair work; yes. Structural work:?
The empty homes relief for a period of 28 days is impractical. A house or flat that is vacated by a
tenant, always needs a clean and refurbishment. When this is completed, which may take time to
find the workmen, it has to be advertised. This takes time, to find prospective tenants, allow
viewings, and check out the references, and most importantly these days, their legal right to rent.
This is a Government legal requirement. All this takes time.
It would be reasonable to reduce the 6 months relief to a 3 month relief period, but not less. Time
and admin workloads would be regularly spent changing the tenant's responsibility to council tax
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to the landlord's responsibility, and then back to the new tenant. 3 Months is fair and practicable,
28 days is not.
28 Days is not long enough after a tenant leaves, often without paying last month or two‘s rent. It
takes time to redecorate, replace or clean the carpets, any maintenance required i.e. shower
heads and screens, oven cleaning or replaced, kitchen doors, toilet seats, internal doors damaged,
electrical test, gas test, etc. etc. This is just a typical short list after a reasonable tenant has left.
Furthermore nowadays tradesmen are not stood about waiting for us to give them a call and
attend the following day. The whole procedure takes at least four months. In my experience this
will lead to substandard houses coming back on the market and as restrictions are increased i.e.
installation standards, 28 days is simply not feasible.
With regard to more major works on property, I doubt it would not be possible to have plans
drawn by an architect, submitted to the council and passed in less than 12 months, and then the
real work starts, This could take another 12 months. This could result in a landlord being charged
council tax whilst the same council is holding up proceedings.
I am currently in the process of re-developing a property in Greenodd, which will be a holiday-let
when finished.
The re-development costs are in the region of £100,000 to £120,000. I am not V.A.T. registered
and will therefore pay between £20,000 and £24,000 on top of the development costs - tax
revenue which goes straight to government and is therefore in effect 'dead money'.
I purchased the property on June 2020, and also had to pay £10,000 in 'second home' stamp duty.
By the time the property is finished I will have paid between £30,000 and £34,000 in tax.
Developing property to a high standard is not an easy process, with surveyors, structural
engineers, local authority planning and building control and local residents, not to mention
attempting to manage a series of small contractors and suppliers including builders, plumbers,
electricians, kitchen and window manufacturers and steel fabricators.
It might be easy to assume that I am a wealthy individual, but this is not the case. Developing this
property for a return will absorb all available cash I have and may require an additional bank loan.
Tourism is vitally important for the South Lakes area and as the property will sleep up to 8 people,
they will no doubt contribute to the local economy whilst staying in the area.
Additionally, I am improving the quality of housing stock in the area. When purchased, the
property suffered from poor plumbing, sub-standard and poorly executed structural alterations,
floors which were cold and damp, badly fitted windows and a leaky chimney. When complete the
house will be a sympathetically developed home, well finished and adhering to all contemporary
building standards, with new plumbing, heating and bathrooms.
This will offer a high quality experience to tourists staying in the area, and eventually provide the
opportunity for a good quality family home when I sell it on at some point in the future.
I believe I am making a contribution of some value to the area. Developing a property like this
takes time, and I think the 12 month 100% discount is a reasonable one for properties where
major repair works/structural alterations are ongoing. I think I am already paying enough in tax,
and additional council tax charges under the new proposals are off-putting for someone like me
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who may be interested in investing again in future. Please bear in mind that all the money I am
required to pay in tax, could otherwise be used to invest in the property I am developing.
Due mostly to the amount of tax I am required to pay, I have been forced to cut back on the
original planned scope of the development. If taxes were lower, I could invest more, thus also
supplying more work to local contractors and suppliers, and raising the standard of my
development further.
Rented property needs longer than 1 month to get a new tenant. usually work needs to be done
when a tenant leaves
I am concerned that the proposed changes in policy could lead to homeowners facing financial
pressures which result in them failing to bring properties to standard and quickly letting unsafe
properties with outdated electrics, paint over mould, leaking showers, etc..
If you pressurise people to find money they will turn to whatever means is available.
House are often empty at times of crisis, e.g. Lost job, relationship failure and these proposals will
add further distress and financial stress.
In my case I experienced the dreadful shortage of trustworthy builders in South Lakes and had
great difficulty finding one who would turn up, give a quote and actually do the work. I had empty
promise after empty promise and this went on for 2 years during which time I paid council tax
above the standard rate on my empty property as well as paying on my rented Levens home. I
also still pay in another district as I work away and rent a small flat to facilitate this. I am
fortunate to be able to fund this lifestyle but I don't know many people who do. Some contractors
would promise to visit and wouldn't show up, others assessed the job as too small- even though it
took a full year to complete and one kept me in empty promises for 2 years, assisted by an
architect.
I think you would need to maintain a register of trustworthy and reliable builders if you made
these changes. Builders who fail to turn up could pay the excess council tax.
Leave the home owners alone please.
I should be happy to come to speak at a council meeting and have a comprehensive list of the bad
guys!
My tenant moved out of
in October 2020 after 3 years.
There are a list of jobs as follows;
complete paint outside, chimney, frontage and inside of property, improvement of ventilation
and insulation, bathroom very tired and fixtures broken, new window, new door, roof on outside
barn store to replace and garden unattended for three years. It will be impossible to obtain
quotes and complete these minor works in six months even if you disregard Covid problems.
Allowing one month would be an impossible in a rural area of SLDC, where it is difficult to find
suitable trades persons in the winter. It will force properties in poor condition back on to the
rental sector and thus drive down the quality. This is an unintended consequence. Please also
remember that people have put their taxed savings and bank borrowings into an old flat or a
house to earn their pension money which is again taxed. This is instead of risking their savings on
the stock market or allowing inflation to reduce the value. In many cases they are neither wealthy
nor do they have the luck to have a good pension fund.
Leave it at 6 months which is enough to put right the property and re let or sell. This has been
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already thought out fully by SLDC in past meetings. NO CHANGE PLEASE in all of the suggestions.
I understand that you would like to encourage people to not leave properties unoccupied as there
is a shortage of housing, however it is also important that the standards of rental properties are
maintained i.e. repainting, re-carpeting, updating (such as new kitchens/bathrooms) which is not
very easy, nor convenient, when there is someone living in the property. I think it would be best
to not discourage landlords from carrying out this type of work, in non-tenanted periods, by
penalising them for not having a tenant. It is currently very difficult to engage contractors as they
are extremely busy and have waiting lists of around 3 months. I would like to see the current
discount continued for "short term empties" but if a change is absolutely necessary may I suggest
that the current discount for “Unoccupied and Unfurnished" is only decreased to 4 months rather
than 28 days, and the discount for "major repair works/structural alteration" is only decreased to
8 months rather than no discount at all. Furthermore, regarding the proposed large increase in
EHP for long term empties - this may encourage sale, but if a long term empty is put on the
market and needs a lot of work, it is possible that prospective individual purchasers will be put off
from buying a property they cannot update without being able to take advantage of the current
discounts to council tax. This could result in the long term empties only being "attractive" to
property developers which I think would be disadvantageous for the local communities.
All proposals dis incentivise the upgrading and renovation of properties in the area. This means
more properties will be left in a poor state of repair. A bad plan. Should be left as the current
regulations.
I am not a professional landlord, but do I currently own 2 properties which I have renovated
mostly by myself before renting them out to local families.
28 days between tenancies is not enough time to return a property to a lettable standard
particularly if the opportunity is taken to upgrade internal facilities such as bathrooms and
kitchens.
Up to 12 months discount is appropriate for a property which is empty and in need of structural
repairs such as re-roofing, prior to it being brought back into use.
The proposals as drafted will disadvantage landlords who wish to do the above work in their own
time as their personal finances allow. They will be forced to use contractors which will speed up
the work, however the landlord will be forced to charge a higher rent to recover their costs.
South Lakes Housing has the following observations:
With regards to council tax exemptions and the empty homes premium which Councils can
charge, SLH understands the purpose of this measure and is supportive of encouraging empty
homes being brought back into use, this is particularly important across South Lakeland where
housing is expensive and in high demand.
However, COVID-19 has adversely impacted on our operational activity such as lettings. The
principle reason was the housing market was closed for three months to 20th May 2020 due to
COVID. Whilst we are doing what we can to get things back to normal, this is unlikely from as
early as April 2021.
We have seen a reduction in void performance this financial year, resulting in a loss of rental
income. Currently the time to re-let a property during 2020/21 compared to the previous year
has more than doubled. On that basis, we would ask that this review be deferred 12 months.
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Even in a normal year, there would be some impact as 28 days is not a realistic turnaround time
for many social housing homes where these are generally long term lets which will require some
remedial work of varying degrees before being ready to re-let.
In addition, it is taking longer to re-let empty sheltered properties as many older/vulnerable
people shielded until mid-August 2020 and are currently doing so once again. We are also finding
older tenants are more likely to experience difficulties with our new COVID safe digital processes
which can result is some delay to the sign-up process even with support from family members
and/or SLH.
SLH’s experience is consistent with the national trend which is that due to COVID-19, it is currently
more difficult to fill empty properties.
South Lakes Housing works hard to minimise void turnaround time but is also faced with
scenarios, such as the regeneration of schemes/estates such as Yewbarrow Lodge Sheltered
Housing Scheme, Grange-over-Sands (31 homes) where there are long term empty homes due to
a lack of demand and since August 2019. The SLH Board took the decision to close this sheltered
housing scheme with a view to regenerating this scheme, many homes have been void for a long
period of time whilst the building is being emptied ahead of redevelopment. The estimate for void
Council Tax for 2020/21 under the existing rates is potentially £56k. This would rise to £69k under
the new rates. SLH has limited control over decanting tenants and this process is taking a
significant amount of time. Until all tenants have left, capital investment on the site cannot
commence. SLH has also incurred statutory home loss and disturbance payments for those
tenants that have been permanently re-housed.
SLH's objectives align closely with the affordable housing policy objectives of the Council. Charging
the SLH more in void council tax would be counterproductive; SLH would recommend that social
housing is excluded from void council tax charges regardless of the proposed rate changes. This is
particularly so with reference to long term empty properties within schemes that are to be
redeveloped/regenerated.
By granting a discretion this will support local affordable housing. This is particularly important
given that most of the additional council tax raised will not be retained by SLDC to distribute
locally but will go to the County Council.
SLH would welcome the opportunity to discuss our observations in more detail.
It is clear the council’s main mission by these proposals is a simple revenue raising exercise
without consideration to the circumstances that people find themselves in or their personal
dilemmas.
If a house becomes unoccupied what does the council expect anyone to do in 28 days? It might
take 6 months to get any trades people if work is require or many weeks to market if it is to be
sold.
Similarly, why should a premium be applied when the house is not habitable for structural or
other reasons? Perhaps individuals are doing their best to improve their property but this policy
would penalise them for doing so. Worse, the penalties may encourage them to continue living
there with the attendant safety or health issues!
Longer term emptiness could be for numerous reasons be it legal, family, financially, health etc.
that are unable to move forward. While the council are keen to badger owners they do not appear
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to have a mechanism to determine or recognise the true state of individual situations. The
councils own grant scheme for example exempts most country properties. It may be OK for a
town terraced or even a small semi but most country properties via your own taxation rules are
rated above "C" which is discriminatory to other owners. Why, do you believe, that just because a
house is above C that the owner is any less financially fluid than the ones in A to C.?
While a stated aim is to make housing available there is nothing to demonstrate the end purpose
which might justifying harassing individuals when local housing may already be available.
Yes, the government might want to increase housing but, in areas such as South Lakes, which are
attractive to many is there a real gain by even more holiday homes which are not subject to
additional premiums. Worse, there are many such homes that have little more yearly residency
than those you categorise as empty.
Then there is COVID. Has anyone stopped to consider the impact this is having on people?
Perhaps elderly owners of properties who you may now be sending advance notice to and who
have been virtually locked up since April last year? They may not be suffering financial difficulties
because of COVID but there is a virtual certainty they are struggling mentally.
It is unclear, from what is seen in this survey, if owners say, of a property that has been empty for
2 years, has been advised previously that in April 2021 they will suddenly be subjected to 100%
premium without warning. In that example it would be more ethically, if not legally correct, that
the premium should start in 2024 as a notice period.
Maybe, the concerns are more with revenue raising than individuals and properties.
I believe the council tax proposed changes are a good thing for the area as it would ensure all
houses that are empty are encouraged to be brought into use and can be used for those in the
area that need a home
At this time it is hard to believe the council are even considering such measures. There are people
that have been impacted by covid, perhaps not financially but certainly fastened up, with enough
to worry about without the prospect of the council on a fund raising exercises. At least some of
these will be elderly, perhaps frail and concerned about their wellbeing as a priority.
Looking through this there is nothing to suggest the council are even attempting to find out their
difficulties. A very, very uncaring front you are presenting
Any discount granted by the council before 1st April 2021 for “Major Repair Works/Structural
Alteration” should remain in force and honoured for the full period granted (100% for 12 months).
Landlords of residential rental property for local residents have been and are continuing to
experience the perfect financial storm during the current global pandemic. Rental incomes have
been severally reduced and in many cases been allowed to cease all together in accordance with
the law. Landlord costs, expenses and responsibilities remain in full and must be paid in full or
borrowing becomes impossible. Landlords are one of the only groups that have received no help
at all during the present crisis. This situation is still worse if any of the landlord’s property is
currently not fit for habitation and requires significant work to bring it to the rental market. The
method to bring local residential property requiring major repair work back to the local market
cannot be to take further taxes from landlords already experiencing extreme financial challenges.
This will only slow the return of the property to the local rental market or cause it to be released
to the second home/holiday market.
The council’s proposal is said to be aimed at assisting in the encouragement of Owners of empty
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properties to make them available for housing, either putting them up for sale or rent, thereby
increasing housing across the district. This assumes that the property owner has made the
decision that they do not want to rent out their property. I most certainly do want to rent, and on
the local residential rental market. Money is required to raise the properties to an acceptable
standard. The further proposed increase of taxes will drive this backwards.
The current situation is that we are all experiencing a very bad global pandemic. We have a
national emergency. Many people, organisations and companies are receiving significant financial
help from the government to continue. I have received none. I have struggled on with
considerable difficulty with property requiring Major Repair Works trying to bring it to the local
residential rental market. It is now proposed to increase taxes further making the situation
impossible.
The situation is as follows:
LANDLORD INCOME REMOVAL:
1. The government has removed the requirement for tenants to pay rent, allowing them to take a
rent holiday.
2. When the rent holiday is lifted it will take the courts many months to process all the rent
arrears, if the tenant has not disappeared without trace in between. Even if success full rent
arrears will take a very long time to pay to the landlord.
LANDLORD MORTGAGES / LOANS:
1. The government has allowed landlord’s to request a mortgage holiday, but as soon as this
happens any further lending to the landlord is terminated as they become a bad risk. This would
stop any Major Repair Works required to bring property back to the rental market.
LANDLORD RESPONSIBILIES ARE INCREASING:
1. All landlord responsibilities remain in place in full and all must be paid for in full. Including:
1. Electrical Safety Inspections
2. Gas Safety Inspections
3. Gas consumer device servicing
4. Energy Performance Certificate Standard (bring very old property up to the minimum standard
required to let by law is proving extremely expensive)
5. Insurance
2. In 2020 the new Electrical Inspection Condition Report (EICR) was introduce. This requires some
properties to be rewired.
LACK OF AVAILABLE TRADESMEN:
One of the unexpected results of the current global pandemic is the acute lack of available
tradesmen to carryout work. Lead times to get them are extremely long.
1. The fact that people could not go on holiday in 2020 means that many have more disposable
money available. Many are getting work done on their homes significantly reducing tradesmen
availability. This is a significant problem to getting work done.
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2. The government has removed stamp duty on house purchases. People are moving homes and
requiring tradesmen to change/improve their new home. This is significantly reducing tradesmen
availability which is a significant problem to getting work done.
LOCKDOWNS AND GOVERMENT RESTRICTIONS:
We have experienced a number of government lockdowns and very significant restrictions that
have made getting anything done extremely difficult. At this time we have just started a new
seven week lockdown by law. The situation is getting worse.
IN CONCLUSION:
I am trying extremely hard in extremely difficult conditions and circumstances to bring my
properties back to the LOCAL residential rental market. They are not yet fit for habitation, but I
am making some progress. Increasing the council tax penalty further at this time will only slow
progress down further or stop it. If I am forced to sell my properties they will almost certainly go
to the second home / holiday let market, due to the money required. This will not improve the
local situation. I have let residential property to local residents for the last 27 years and would
very much like to continue.
Given the current grim Global and Nation situation at this time I very respectfully request that any
further financial penalties are cancelled, delayed or reduced in scale. PLEASE.
Increasing the tax on empty properties requiring maintenance or substantial renovations
discourages owners from carrying out the works, as you spent more on the council tax than on the
building, speaking from experience.
I have had flats that needed complete renovations and take at least 6 months to move tenants out
and carry out the work, then find new tenants.
Renovating a house takes longer as there is more to do, and depending on whether you get
contractor in or DIY. I have had to pay additional council tax and it is a disincentive to do the
works as you are paying for no benefit from the council.
The council will rarely grant additional tax discount even if additional work is required to bring a
flat or house unto standard. As thermal regulations will be increased, the amount of work
required to comply will require completely gutting a building to install the insulation in solid walls.
This will take longer than six months and be far in excess of the rental return. Further additional
council tax will be a disincentive to do the work, etc.
I agree there needs to be an incentive to return properties to the housing market, but punishment
by increased council taxes does not create the right approach to foster action.
Due to the scarce of human resources in building and maintenance works in the area, any works
are taken much longer in the council area, it would take in an average of 12-18months for a major
structure alteration.
In addition, the impact of the pandemic is not only slow down any ongoing work, but also ability
for people to move into the property or visiting their second home in the council area.
The property sales price has significantly dropped, which force the owner to have to hold on
longer for a more reasonable price.
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I believe that the current tax premium and discount is reasonable and fair and to make any
changes as suggested in this proposal would hurt the economy and badly impact many people
financially (those of whom already in a difficult situation this year).
My main concern is that these new proposals do not encourage or allow time to upgrade
properties that may be in need of significant repair/ improvements. When they become vacant is
the best time to do this.
Instead of charging for empty property the council should be issuing grants to renovate properties
that are empty so long as they are rented out at a reasonable (controlled) rate for a period of
time, say 5 years from receipt of the grant.
At a time of tremendous hardship caused by COVID. The proposed plans will put huge pressure on
home owners and landlords. This proposal should be postponed until the economy is in a stronger
position.
a) Property undergoing structural alteration or needing major repair work - 100% discount for 12
months for properties that are undergoing structural alteration and improvement - If the property
is uninhabitable, this discount should remain, because the occupier has to move out and pay
council tax (plus rent) at another address.
b) Empty Homes Premium be applied at the rate of 150% payable for all properties empty for 2
years plus. This is maximum amount that should be applied, which is expensive at an average of
£3,000 - £5,000, plus insurance. Also, there should be 100% discount for derelict or uninhabitable
properties, which have a live planning application for renovation.
It is difficult to get new tenants in 28 days or less and will be an extra step, paperwork and council
staff time to prove that the property is on the rental market or for sale. It is also impossible to sell
a property in 28 days therefore the 100% discount should not be changed from 6 months. In
addition, it is wholly inappropriate to remove the discount for structural alteration or major
repairs. If major repairs are essential by their very nature and will take as long as the contractor
takes. Maybe the discount could be shortened to 6 months but be negotiable if it can be proven
that there is not a deliberate delay?
As a landlord who rents to local people, I have always allowed the tenant to leave the property
without requiring them to give proper notice, and to not ask them to let people view the property
to view their home while they are still living in it. Even once the tenant has left, I have never
found it possible to get the property prepared, repainted and any repairs done within 28 days.
There have always been delays in getting people who are able to do the work. Should these
changes come in, I would have to ask the tenant to pay for the full period of notice, and ask them
to allow strangers into their house, and there would be an inevitable increase of rent to cover the
shortfall while a property is prepared for new tenants. I accept that the council need to raise
additional funds, but feel a period of 2 months would be fairer - particularly as there would be no
demand on the services for which the council tax is charged.
I believe that reducing the 100% discount for properties empty and unfurnished from 6 months to
28 days will impact on decisions to upgrade properties by homeowners and particularly by
landlords. The incentive will become to re-let the property within the 28 days rather than
spending time (and money) on refurbishments/improvements between tenants.
It also seems counterproductive to discourage structural alterations and major repairs by
removing altogether the 100% relief when these improvements should provide a better quality of
housing in the area.
If you have a empty property you are already paying a premium regarding Council Tax to increase
it further is unfair. The property requires no council services such as bin collection. When a
property becomes vacant with a tenant leaving the process of carrying out repairs and renewals
and marketing it takes longer than 28 days. When you find a new tenant they normally have to
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give a months’ notice. To reduce the period of not paying council tax from 6 months to 1 is
therefore unfair.
I disagree with these proposals on the following grounds. In September of 2020 in reply to a
questionnaire from Mrs L. Leach I outlined some of the work which had been recently been done
and what was planned for the years ahead. I also predicted that i was expecting to finish the work
by the first of September 2022. I also asked her advice regarding a couple of questions I had
about planning regulations and I am pleased to report that she contacted me swiftly ref. my
queries. Throughout autumn of 2020 my son and I have spent 2 or 3 days a week at Longholme
getting work done on the house, until the covid restrictions came into play in the Greater
Manchester area and now nationally. Accordingly we have been unable to carry out further work
since the second week in November. As soon as the restrictions are lifted we will be back again to
carry on the work but until such time we are unable to make progress.
The council is starting to tread on some very dubious ground with some of the proposals and
interpretation of what you believe you are allowed to do -v- what itis acceptable and reasonable
to do - in particular acting without any apparent means of finding and managing each individuals
circumstances.
The questions in pages 2 & 3 are circular in that any situation on page 2 is simply verified on page
3 and no doubt categorises you as a biased input.
Proposals for increased taxation after a month is unrealistic as it is virtually impossible to achieve
anything in that timescale.
The proposal to disallow tax for uninhabitable renovations seems counterproductive to trying to
bring properties back - it is the only carrot v your very heavy stick elsewhere,
For longer term empty homes there could be a 100 and 1 reasons why people find it difficult to
change their circumstances that the council don't appear interested in other than an opportunity
by your revenue department to make a killing.
General consultations such as these invariable become swayed by the opinion of the greater
public or those who it does not directly affect and just see this an opportunity to subsidise their
own situation or interests. It is like the turkeys and ducks voting which 5 should be the Christmas
feast and there are 50 turkeys to 5 ducks! You get the drift?
The council need to stand back from some of their initial thoughts and take a real hard look at the
why's and wherefores.
Have a look for example at the grants, Groups A B & C. Nice and easy to fix up. What does that tell
you about the councils mission overall?
Have a think about the stresses and disruption of the last 12 months out with the control of any
individual affected by your proposals.
Consider why you wish to go down this route when there has been no shortage of available
properties and still is above your band C.
Have a think about the ethics of this measure of discriminatory penalty when you have so many
other homes in only occupied of a handful of weeks.
Etc. etc.
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These proposals penalise people who want to improve their property or wish to sell.
This is inconsistent with the stated aim to see all properties that are vacant become fully available
for housing use.
I found my way here from SLDC's site. The proposals you are making are detached from reality
and without any regard to individual circumstances.
The council has an obligation to the well fare and wellbeing of people in general and not just to
raise taxes without regard to that. Such changes may have far reaching implications. Empty
property gained for speculative reasons is one thing but many longer term empty homes will
involve difficult family circumstances for those who have been faithful tax payers to the council in
the past.
Aside from any other reasons this would be a very distressing time to be move ahead with such
proposals. At least some of those this will affect could be suffering hardship from a number of
directions, especially the elderly who have been isolated from social contact and are scared of
catching covid.
The Council Tax payments are an increased burden when building works/repairs are required.
We have a property that is empty. We have been trying to sell it but this has not been possible
due to Covid. And now we are all in lockdown again so no chance.
If people are maintaining property then a reasonable amount of time needs to be given in order
for them to be able to carry out this work themselves or engage professionals to do it. I feel this
needs to be longer than 1 month for unfurnished and unoccupied properties, at least 3 would be
more reasonable, too short and necessary work may not be carried out. Also a reasonable time
needed for structural alterations to and major repair work to be done for good upkeep of
property. If homes empty for 2 years or more then, so long extenuating circumstances were
considered fairly it seems reasonable to allow property to come back into use.
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There are 5 consultation responses that were emailed over

Dear Councillors,
I live at (redacted)and own a rental property in Gatebeck. Whilst I appreciate the sentiment of SLDC
maximising revenue and minimising empty properties, it is not in my financial interest to pay a
mortgage and delay occupying our empty property.
However, to be given only 28 days as proposed is far too over zealous on the part of the Council as it
does not allow enough time to find a suitable tenant, nor for notice periods or any refurbishments
that may be needed from time to time. I totally understand the need to increase occupancies but
you risk alienating property owners and together with the recent removal of mortgage interest relief
on rental property adds to the increasing barriers to private property ownership and may be counter
-productive in providing a lively and affordable rental sector; as some landlords may seek to add
these extra costs through rent rises. I have been able to keep our monthly rent the same for the last
three years with the aim to keep it the same for a further two years, when the mortgage is again
reviewed.
A compromise , I feel with these proposals to move in the direction that the Council proposes, would
be to go down to 4 months. As I mentioned ,no landlord wishes to have any gaps but it is a fact that
it can take longer to find a suitable tenant, and once found, the tenant(s) then in turn need(s) to give
their current landlord a month's notice from when the date when the next rent is due. This period
could be almost two months and yes, the landlord would be expected to pay additional council tax
as the law needs to be upheld, regarding statutory notice periods. This could cause rental levels to
rise, hitting the more vulnerable in society, as I do not wish to raise our rent as mentioned.
This proposed policy is going to place extra pressure on the tenant to give longer notice periods,
pressure for the tenant not to provide reasonable notice to their previous/current landlord and not
allow the landlord long enough to establish a new tenancy, especially if refurbishment is required. In
the long time, the rental market may contract in size and not able to offer the current flexibility to
the tenant , requiring longer notice periods and may require a change in the Housing Act with less
rental properties available.
I sincerely hope you will have time to debate this policy and reflect on the points that I have raised
which may not be exhaustive as others may have other concerns here.
Best wishes for the Christmas Season.
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To whom it may concern

I am emailing with regard to the letter we received relating to EHP against the property
, I rang the number on the letter to be told to email in and appeal with our
concerns.
We feel the letter is giving us the option as the homeowners to sell or rent the property. We do not
want to do either of of these. We have rented this property in previous years and don't want to go
down this route again (the last tenants left it in a bad condition) and don't want sell it either as we
do stay in it ourselves.
We have in the past couple of years been trying to refurbish this property and stay in it ourselves,
therefore we do not class this property permanently empty. We have one room that is habitable
(can provide photo's), all other rooms are having work done in them (photo's can be provided). The
person I spoke to said if would need furniture in it to be classed as not being empty. You could not
put furniture in it at the moment with the condition it is in ie dust, muck, tools, building materials
and uneven floors etc.
This is taking us time to do due to a number of factors, we both work one of us not being local
therefore time is limited and since there have been no tenants in this property we have had illness
leading to bereavement in the family, myself having had a hospital admission and recovery, then this
year the Covid 19 situation and not to mention the cost of the work to ourselves.
We are paying now as requested 50% on top of the basic amount. Reading this letter this is going to
increase to 100% in April 2021. This is going to take funds away from us to be able to complete the
work and put furniture in it and we can then stay in it more often. Then it would not be classed as
empty.
We would appreciate you taking our concerns into consideration and await your reply.
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Good morning Helen

Thank you very much for your time to discuss our concerns in respect of the proposed changes in the
Council Tax exemptions. As we discussed I agree that long term vacant properties i.e. 12 months or
more should pay more Council Tax and that it is the shorter exemptions that I feel need to be
maintained to protect the local rental sector. I can see the logic in long term vacant properties being
penalised to bring them to the market for either occupation, rental or sale but the changes as
proposed prejudice properties which are currently in the rental market.

As you know the Estate is a rural landlord, generally letting traditionally constructed buildings on the
open market. Landlords such as the Estate are coming under increasing pressure from the
Government, which on the face of it is supposed to protect tenants from dealings with rogue
landlords. In reality they make it more difficult for good landlords of traditionally constructed
property to remain in the rental sector. These changes include:

•

•
•

Changes to the electrical safety standards that may require properties that have an
electrical safety certificate to be resurveyed to a more recent standard, despite their
installations being deemed safe by the electrician a couple of years ago i.e. within their 5
year review period.
The proposal to change the Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards (MEES) so that all rental
properties let to a new tenant from 2025 must have an EPC of C and all existing tenancies to
have a C by 2028
The proposal to remove the protection of a Section 21 Notice to terminate a tenancy

As a result of this and the high cost or practical impossibility of getting certain houses into a band C
many landlords are deciding to sell their houses or let them via Air BnB where these regulations
don’t apply. Savills recently estimated that it would cost between £12,000 and £26,000 to bring a
property up from a Band D to a band C as most of the lower cost efficiency works have been
undertaken to get it into a Band D. They say that the cost will be even greater in areas without mains
gas as a fuel supply. As a consequence rents will potentially go up to recover some of these
additional costs if the property is to remain as a rental or they will be sold.

In the South Lakes area I would suggest that most of these houses that come onto the sales market
will not be purchased by people in the rental sector due to their price point and the fact that a lot of
people rent as they don’t have sufficient deposit or the mortgage that they could afford would not
provide them with sufficient accommodation.

The net result of this will I fear be a perfect storm namely:
•
•
•
•

reduction of supply in the rental sector,
significantly increased demand,
increased rental levels and
a subsequent increase in homelessness.
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The costs of homelessness to the Council will I suggest outweigh any increase in revenue from the
removal of the two short term exemptions.

To refer to specifics. As we discussed I think a 28 day exemption for an empty and unoccupied
property is too short as this penalises the turnover of rental properties. We are increasingly finding
that upon the end of the tenancy when you take into account advertising, viewings, referencing, any
notice period for incoming tenants and the work needed to turn around a property that 2 – 3
months is more the norm. This is a period where the landlord already has a rental void and paying
Council Tax whilst preparing a property to relet is a major disincentive, particularly as Air BnB would
generally generate more income to cover the vacant periods. I think three months for rental
property would be a fair compromise.

With regards to major repair works I think removing this exemption from property landlords is a very
negative step. As we discussed there will be works required to probably all of the rental property
stock in the South Lakes in the next 7 years to meet the requirements of MEES. This work to get the
property up to a C rating will generally involve considerable intervention to the property and in the
case of the internal insulation of walls etc cannot really be carried out with a tenant in situ, so will
generally happen at the natural end of a tenancy. Paying Council Tax for a long period may well tip
the balance and lead to the property being sold rather than renovated and relet. I think that any
works carried out by a Landlord to comply with the requirement of any Government legislation for
energy efficiency, sustainability purposes etc. should be exempt from Council Tax for a reasonable
period of say 12 months albeit we would want to reduce the rental void as much as possible.

I hope that this information will be helpful to you in understanding the concern of a local landlord
that the law of unintended consequences could have the opposite effect and reduce rental stock
rather than increase it. The Council’s intention to make more housing available over the district may
be borne out but I fear that this will not necessarily help those in the rental sector or in need of
affordable housing and may simply lead to more second home ownership. I think this fear is very
real at the moment as people from urban areas are with the impact of Covid and Brexit reappraising
where they want to spend their leisure time and we may see more second home ownership and
holiday cottages in the Lakes… As we know technology now facilitates this. We had one lady ring us
to apply for a property as her current landlord wanted 30% more rent from her if she wanted to stay
in the property as that was what he could get “from someone from the city”…

If you would like to discuss this matter further, please do not hesitate to contact me.
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